Abstract. A class of vector-space bases is introduced for the sparse representation of discretizations of integral operators. An operator with a smooth, nonoscillatory kernel possessing a finite number of singularities in each row or column is represented in these bases as a sparse matrix, to high precision. A method is presented that employs these bases for the numerical solution of secondkind integral equations in time bounded by O(n log 2 n), where n is the number of points in the discretization. Numerical results are given which demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, and several generalizations and applications of the method are discussed.
mulating physical problems. As a numerical tool they have several strengths (good conditioning, dimensionality reduction, and the ability to treat arbitrary regions), but have one overriding drawback: the high cost of working with the associated dense matrices. For a problem requiring an n-point discretization, the inverse of a dense n n matrix must be applied to a vector. Even to apply the matrix itself to a vector requires order O(n2) operations; application of its inverse by a direct (noniterative) method requires order O(n3) operations. If an iterative method is employed, the number of iterations depends on the condition number of the problem and each iteration requires application of the n n matrix. For large-scale problems, the resulting costs are often prohibitive.
In recent years a number of algorithms ([5] , [10] , [11] , [14] ) have been developed for the fast application of linear operators naturally expressible as dense matrices, the best known of which are the particle simulation algorithms developed by Greengard and Rokhlin [10] . These schemes combine low-order polynomial interpolation of the function, which defines the matrix elements with a divide-and-conquer strategy. They achieve (the equivalent of) order O(n) application of a dense n n matrix to a vector. (Grossman and Morlet [12] ). These families have *Received by the editors December 20, 1990 ; accepted for publication (in revised form) October 7, The method of this paper was developed with the aim of solving integral equations resulting from problems in potential theory, characterized by integral kernels that are smooth apart from diagonal singularities. In these problems, when high frequency modes have a significant presence in the given field (the right-hand side of the equation), a large number of points will be required in the discretization. The discretization must also be maintained for the integral operator, which dictates the need to solve a large-scale system of equations. If, instead, one has an integral operator with a globally smooth kernel, no large-scale system is required. In this case a direct method is entirely adequate, and preferable to the method given here.
In 1 we present the mathematical construction of the new bases. In 2 we briefly introduce Nystrhm's method for the solution of integral equations, and show how the wavelet-like bases result in sparse representation of integral operators and their inverses. We demonstrate that the Schulz method of matrix inversion is efficient in this context. In 3 we present the numerical algorithms for computation of the new bases, transformation of an integral operator into the bases, and computation of its inverse, and we analyze the time complexity of these algorithms. A variety of numerical examples are presented in 4 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, and generalizations and applications are discussed in 5.
1. Wavelet-like bases.
1.1. Properties of the bases. Given a set of n distinct points S (xl, x2,..., x c R (the discretization) we construct an orthonormal basis for the n-dimensional space of functions defined on S. For simplicity, we assume that n k. 2Z, where k and are positive integers, and that X < x2 < < x. The basis has two fundamental properties:
1. All but k basis vectors have k vanishing moments; and 2. The basis vectors are nonzero on different scales. Figure 1 for j 0, 1,...,k-1. These properties of local support and vanishing moments lead to efficient representation of functions that are smooth except at a finite set of singularities. The projection of such a function on an element of this basis will be negligible unless the element is nonzero near one of the singularities. As a simple example, we consider the function f(x) -log(x) on the interval [0, 1] with the uniform discretization x-i/n. A hand calculation shows that for any c > 0, f may be interpolated on the interval [c, 2c] by a polynomial of degree 7 with error bounded by 4-9, or roughly single precision accuracy. If we choose k 8 in constructing the basis, f will be represented to this accuracy by the k basis vectors nonzero on Xl,..., X2k, the k basis vectors nonzero on x,..., xak, and so forth, down to the k basis vectors nonzero on x,..., Xn, in addition to the k orthogonalized moment vectors. The number of nonnegligible coefficients in the expansion of f in this basis grows logarithmically in n, the number of points of the discretization. Although this example is idealized, its behavior is representative of the general behavior of an analytic function near a singularity. We construct the basis by construction of a finite sequence of bases (shown in Fig. 2) , each obtained by a number of orthogonalizations. The first basis results from n/(2k) Gram [8] . Rewriting (7) in operator form, we have (9) and combining (5) and (9) yields (Iexists, we obtain the error bound (10) 
The error depends, therefore, on the conditioning of the original integral equation, is apparent from the term I1(I-)-Xll, and on the fidelity of the quadrature R to the integral operator ]C. It is not necessary that I1-RII be small, rather merely that R approximate K; well near the solution f. Quadrature rules that have this property, but that are defined only on the points x 1,..., xn, are developed in [3] . In these rules the quadrature weights wj of (6) become wij, which depend on the point of definition xi, for i 1,..., n. The quadrature rules converge rapidly for kernels with singularities of known location and type. These rules are used below in the numerical examples of 4.
2.2. Sparse representation of integral operators. We concern ourselves here with kernels K K(x, t), which are analytic except at x t, where they possess an integrable singularity. We initially discretize the integral operator using a simple equispaced quadrature. Given n _> 2, we define points x 1,..., xn to be equispaced on the interval [a, b] , (11) xi a + (i 1)(b-a)/(n 1), and define the elements Tij of the n x n matrix T by the formula f n-_lK(Xi,Xj), i j, (12) T 0, i =j.
Note that the matrix T T(n) corresponds to a primitive, trapezoid-like quadrature discretization of the integral operator K:. The matrix T possesses the same smoothness properties as the kernel K(x,t). Transformation of T by the bases developed in 1 produces a matrix that is sparse, to high precision. The number of elements is effectively bounded by order O(n log n).
When the matrix representing the quadrature corrections developed in [3] is added to T, producing high-order convergence to the integral operator, this complexity bound remains valid.
The matrix T, transformed by the orthogonal n x n matrix U, can be decomposed into the sum of a sparse matrix and a matrix with small norm. Given e > 0, there exists c > 0, independent of n, such that the transformed matrix can be written in the form
where the number of elements in V V(n)is bounded by c n logn and E E(n) is small: IIEII < e IITII. We do not prove this assertion here; the proof parallels the proofs of similar statements in [2] , but is somewhat more tedious.
2.3. Solution via Schulz method. The sparse matrix representing the integral operator also has a sparse inverse, which can be computed rapidly.
Schulz's method [15] (14) III-X.AII < provided m > 2log 2 (A) + log 2 log(l/e), where a(A) IIAII" IIA-II is the condition number of A and the norm is given by IIAII-(largest eigenvalue of AHA) /2.
Proof. Equation (13) is obtained directly from the definition of X,+I. Bound (14) is equally straightforward. Noting that AHA is symmetric positive-definite and letting A0 denote the smallest, and A1 the largest, eigenvalue of AHA we have (15) III-XoAII From (13) we obtain I XmA (I-XoA) 2m which in combination with (15) and simple manipulation yields bound (14) . The Schulz method is a notably simple scheme for matrix inversion and its convergence is extremely rapid. It is rarely used, however, because it involves matrix-matrix multiplications on each iteration; for most problem formulations, this process requires order O(n3) operations for an n n matrix. We observe, however, that a sparse matrix, possessing a sparse inverse, whose iterates Xn are also sparse, may be rapidly inverted using the Schulz method. We have seen above that a discretized integral operator I-T, similarity-transformed to the representation A I-UTUT, has only order O(nlogn) elements (to finite precision). In 
which is discretized to a system that is sparse in the revised wavelet-like coordinates. The inverse matrix is also sparse.
3. Numerical algorithms. In 1 we defined a class of bases for functions defined on {x,...,xn}, and in 2 we showed that, to finite precision, second-kind integral operators and their inverses are asymptotically sparse in these bases. In this section we present procedures for computation of the bases, discretized integral operators in these bases, and the inverses of these operators. In 4 we give some numerical examples based on our implementations of these procedures.
The computation of the new bases is discussed next, followed by a discussion of the transformation of the integral operators to the new bases. We defer discussion of the computation of the inverses, sketched above, to 3 (26) S),i S((j,i-j-t,2i-t)/a-t,2i-, aj,i/aj-t,2i-), (2) s, s ((,,,--1,,)/-1,,, ,,/-,,) .
The matrices M, given by (22) and (23) are eily seen to be mathematically equivalent to those defined by (20); nonetheless, computation of M, using (22) and (23) avoids the large roundoff errors that would otherwise result.
3.2. ansformation to wavelet-like bases. We sume that for equispaced points x,...,xn (defined in (11) ) and some k, the orthogonal matrices U,...,U defined in 1 have been computed (1 log2(n/k)). We now present a procedure for computation of UTUT, where U U... U and T is the discretized integral operator defined in (12 consists entirely of zero elements except the k x k submatrix in the lower-right corner, which is the matrix A'. Given a function to compute elements of the n n matrix V, the matrix A' can be computed in time independent of n by using a k k extract of values from V. We form the k k matrix V' with elements V defined by the formula Then V' (P")TA'p", where P" is the k x k extract of P' with elements given by
Pi' P,j,/k" Thus we obtain (29)
A'-((P")T)-IV'(P")-I from P" and V' readily in O(k3) operations, and we have obtained UVUT. PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE Vl,..., Vl Comment [Input to this procedure consists of the number of points n, the number of zero moments k, and the points xl,..., Xn. Output is the matrices Uj,i for j 1,..., and i= 1,..., n/(2Jk), which make up the matrices U,..., Ul (note l= log2(n/k)).
Step 1 Compute the shifted and scaled moments matrices M, for i 1,..., n/(2k) according to (22).
Step 2 Compute Ul,i from M,i by (21) using Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization for i 1,...,
Step Step 4 Compute the k k extracts, indicated by (28), of the submatrices of T shown in Step 5 Extract the matrices P" (29) from U, U2U1,..., Ut-2... U and compute W0, WI-2 according to (30).
Step 6 Compute R0,..., Rt by (31), discarding elements below a threshold T determined by the precision e (32).
PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE UT-1U T Comment [Input to this procedure consists of n, the matrix Rt which approximates UTUT, and the precision e. Output is a matrix Xm which approximates UT -UT.
Step 7
Compute the matrix X0 RtT/IIRtTRt by direct matrix multiplication, discarding elements below a threshold T determined by the precision e (32).
Step (12) . We transform the matrix I-T to wavelet-like coordinates as described in 3.2, then compute (I-T) -1.
These discretizations are not particularly useful for the solution of the integral equations, due to their slow convergence to the integral operators. They nonetheless make good illustrative examples, for they retain the smoothness of the operator kernels and produce correspondingly sparse matrices. In the next section, we examine the results of using high-order quadratures. The first set of examples is for the kernel K(x, t) log Ix t[, for a waveletlike basis of order k 4 and various choices of precision e. The matrix sparsities, execution times, and errors appear in Table 2 . Although the sparse matrices are not banded, we loosely refer to the average number of matrix elements per row as the matrix bandwidth. We make the following observations. 1. The bandwidths N1, N2 of the operator and its inverse decrease with increasing matrix size. In other words, in the range of matrix sizes tabulated, the number of matrix elements grows more slowly than the matrix dimension n.
2. The operator matrix in wavelet-like coordinates is computed in time that grows nearly linearly in n.
3. The inverse matrix is computed in time which grows sublinearly in n. This is due to the fact that the cost of multiplying the sparse matrices is roughly order O(nN2), for size n and bandwidth N. One result is that the cost sometimes drops as n increases.
4. The accuracy is within the precision specified. In fact, due to the conservative element thresholding (32), the actual error is considerably less than e.
5. The cost increases with increasing precision e, due to the increasing bandwidths generated. The bandwidths increase approximately as log(l/e). 6 . For k 4, our fast transformation algorithm does not maintain the speci- The condition number of the problem, as approximated by the product of the row-sum norms of U(I-T)U T and its computed inverse, is 3 (independent of size).
Five iterations were required by the Schulz method to achieve convergence.
In Fig. 5 we show stages in the transformation of the matrix I-T. In particular, for e 10 -3 and n 64, the matrices R0,... ,Rt-1 defined in (31) are shown. In addition, for n 128, the transformed matrix U(I-T)U T and its inverse are shown in Fig. 6 .
In the next set of examples, for which results are displayed in Table 3 , we used the wavelet-like basis of order k 8. We observe the following.
1. The bandwidths of the operator matrix and its inverse are less for k 8 than for k 4. The inversion times are correspondingly smaller.
2. The time required to compute the operator matrix is almost four times as large as that for k 4. This is due to the cost of transforming the near-diagonal band, which is twice as wide for k 8 as for k 4. 3. The obtained accuracy exceeds the specified precision consistently.
4. As for k 4, the scaling with size n is linear for the transformation step and sublinear for the inversion step.
In the final set of examples in which uncorrected quadratures were used, we perform computations for k 4 and e 10-3, with various operator kernels. Table 4 presents the results. The first three kernels contain singularities of the types s(x) log(x) and s(x) x a for a +1/2, and are nonsymmetric and nonconvolutional. It is readily seen that the bandwidth is strongly dependent on the type of singularity, with the singularity x -1/2 producing the greatest bandwidth. We mention also that this particular integral equation is poorly conditioned; the condition numbers of the discretizations for n 64, 128,256,512, 1024 are 9, 17, 34, 98,469, respectively.
The fourth kernel provides an example with an oscillatory coefficient p(x) sin(100x)). The bases developed in 2.4, which depend on p, are used to (1+ transform the discretized integral operator to sparse form. We see in Table 4 [3] .
We first present examples that correspond to the various kernels already tested and shown in Table 4 . In Table 5 we tabulate the results, and bandwidth differences from Table 4 reflect the effect of the quadratures.
For the remaining examples we choose integral equations that can be solved analytically, so that the accuracy of the method can be checked. We consider a class of integral equations with logarithmic kernel, where Ci and Si are the cosine integral and sine integral (see, e.g., [1, p. Although, conceptually, the generalization of the wavelet-like bases to several dimensions is quite straightforward (see, e.g., [2] ), actual procedures to perform the required orthogonalizations have not been developed. Also, the issue of high-order quadratures for two and three dimensions has not been resolved.
Another question is whether similar "custom-constructed" bases can be used to create sparse representations of integral operators with oscillatory kernels. Initial 
